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A UNIFORMIZATION THEOREM FOR ARBITRARY
RIEMANN SURFACES WITH SIGNATURE

C K. WONG

Abstract. An arbitrary Riemann surface with signature can be

represented as the quotient of a simply connected Riemann surface

by a properly discontinuous group of conformai mappings with the

natural projection satisfying some conditions. The representation

is unique up to conjugation.

I. Introduction. An arbitrary Riemann surface with signature can

be represented as the quotient of a simply connected Riemann surface

by a properly discontinuous group of conformai mappings with the

natural projection satisfying some conditions. The representation is

unique up to conjugation. The general idea of part of this result was

already mentioned in Koebe [S]. But to the knowledge of this author,

an accurate statement and a complete proof seem to be still lacking

in the literature. The present paper is trying to bridge this gap. The

application of this theorem is manifold: special cases can be found|in

Bers [1], Wong [6], [7].

II. The Theorem.

Definition. Let S be a Riemann surface and {Pk}, k = l, 2,

3, ■ ■ ■ , be a discrete (finite or infinite) sequence of points on S. Let

there be an "integer" vk^2 associated with each point Pk (here vk

may be an actual integer, or the symbol »). The following two cases

are excluded:

(i) S=C= C^J { » }, the Riemann sphere, with one point P and the

associated "integer" vj* » and

(ii) S= C, with two points Pi, P2 and Vx^Vi.

The triple (S, {Pk}, {vk}) is called a Riemann surface with signa-

ture. For simplicity, we shall write P, v, (S, P, v) for {Pk}, {vk},

(S, {Pk}, {^^respectively.

Theorem. Let (S, P, v) be a Riemann surface with signature. Let

S4=S — U,t=oo {Pk}, Sb = S — \Jnii {Pk} ■ Then there exists a simply

connected Riemann surface V*, a properly discontinuous group G of

conformai self-mappings of V*, and a conformai mapping from V*/G

onto S* such that
-
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(i) under this mapping Sb is conformally equivalent to Vb/G, where Vb

is V* with all fixed points of elements of G removed, and

(ii) the natural projection Vf—>V#/G followed by the conformai map-

ping Vt/G-+S# is locally 1 to 1 at each point of Vb and is vk to 1 at the

preimages of Pk with vh < ».

The group G is determined uniquely up to conjugation in the full

group of conformai self-mappings of V*.

Proof, (a) Let w = wi(Sb, b) be the fundamental group of Sb with

base point b. Let otk be a closed curve on Sb beginning at b, extending

to a point P close to a puncture Pk with vk < », then turning around

Pk along a small loop d, Vk times, and returning to P and then to b

along the initial path. By saying that the loop is "small" we imply

that it encloses no points Pj,j¿¿k, and if we fill in the puncture Pk, ctk

will be homotopic to the identity. Do this for all punctures Pk with

We have a subset M={[at]}, vk<<x>, of 7r, where [ak] is the

homotopy class of cv*. Let V be the smallest normal subgroup of it

containing M. Then V defines an unbounded, unramified, regular

covering (Vb, g) of Sb. (We refer, for instance, to Bers [2].) Essen-

tially, the construction is as follows. Let a, ß be curves from & to g on

Sb. If [aj8-1]£r, we say that a is equivalent to ß. Hence all curves

beginning at b are divided into equivalence classes [(a, q) ]. Let Vb be

the space whose points are the equivalence class [(a, q)]. Define a

mapping g'.V*—>Sb by g([(a, q)])=q. One can show that F6 has a

natural structure of a Riemann surface and g is a covering projection.

Furthermore, the fundamental group ir*=iri(Vb, b) of F6 with base

point b, which lies over b, is isomorphic to T. A closed curve a on

Sb beginning at b is lifted to a closed curve á on Vb if and only if

[a]gr. In particular, the closed curve a* can be lifted to a closed

curve &k on F* through 5 in the following form. àk Starts from b and

extends to a point P close to a puncture Pk, where P lies over P and

Pk lies over Pk in the sense that a deleted neighborhood of Pk lies

over a deleted neighborhood of Pk. (We shall call Pk a "preimage" of

Pk under g and we shall justify this terminology later.) The curve

then turns around Pk along a small loop d once, where d lies over d,

and returns to P and to b along the entering curve. Also d encloses

no other "preimages", and when we fill in Pk, àk is homotopic to the

identity. Also, g is vk to 1 in a deleted neighborhood of Pk-

Recall that the covering group G of g is the group of conformai

self-mappings a of F* such that g oa = g. In the present case, G is

isomorphic to 7r/r since T is a normal subgroup of 7r. Also note that

G has no fixed points on Vb and G is properly discontinuous.
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Since r is normal, G is transitive. That is, any two points of Vb

over the same point on Sh can be mapped onto each other by an ele-

ment of G. Therefore we can form the Riemann surface Vb/G and it

is conformally equivalent to Sb.

(b) Let F#=FbU{all "preimages" of Pk with vk < » under g}.

We shall show that V* is simply connected. If H is the smallest sub-

group of 7T containing M, then T is exactly the subgroup generated by

{xHx-1}, x£tt. Hence each element of T can be expressed as a finite

product of elements of the form xhx~l, where hEH, xEir. Let â be a

closed curve on V* beginning at b. Then â is homotopic to a closed

curve ó on Vb beginning at b. When ä is projected down by g, we get

a closed curve a on Sb such that [a]£r. Hence [a] can be expressed as

a finite product of elements of the form xhx~l, hEH, xEir. But h can

be expressed as a finite product of elements of M. Therefore the curve

a is homotopic to a curve of the form j3 = jSij32 • • • ßn, where ß,

= c¿a"^.*' • • • cfêfrcî1, mi, ■ • ■ , m,., are integers, c< is some closed curve

through b. Since [ß] = [a] ET, we can lift ß to a closed curve ß on F*

beginning at b. And â is homotopic to ß. We shall show that ß is

homotopic to the identity on the filled-in surface V*, so that â is

homotopic to the identity on V$. Since â is arbitrary, this will prove

that V* is simply connected.

First let us assume that ß = ckakCxl. F* is unbounded, hence any

closed curve on Sb can be lifted to a closed or open curve on Vb. Lift

Ck, ctk, c"1 to curves ck, àk, dk on V. &k is a closed curve through b such

that when we fill in Pk, àk is homotopic to the identity on Vf. ck is a

curve from a point bx to b, where both bi and b lie over the same point

b on Sb. dk is a curve from b to 5i. Since ß = ckäkdk, it follows that

¡3 is homotopic to ckdk. But Ci¿* can also be regarded as a curve ob-

tained by lifting the curve ckckl on Sh. Hence ckdk is homotopic to the

identity since lifting preserves homotopy. Therefore ß is homotopic

to the identity on V*.

Secondly, assume that ß = cka™l1 ■ ■ ■ afiréj,t. Then ß can be ex-

pressed as a finite product of elements of the form CkanCÏ1. By the

previous discussion and the fact that lifting preserves homotopy, we

conclude that ß is homotopic to the identity on V* also.

Finally, we consider the general case where ß=ßiß2 ■ ■ • ßn. Here

ßi is as defined before, and the discussion of the previous paragraph

can be applied. It follows that ß is homotopic to the identity on V*.

(c) Next we show that G is in fact a group of conformai self-

mappings from V* onto itself. If <tEG, then a- maps F* conformally

onto Vb. Consider a deleted neighborhood of a "preimage" Pk of Pk,

Vk< ». <f maps this deleted neighborhood conformally onto a deleted
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neighborhood of another "preimage" Pk of Pk. We can certainly ex-

tend a analytically to the puncture Pk, sending Pk onto Pk- In this

manner, a can be extended analytically to all "preimages" so that it

is now defined and analytic on V*. That a is 1 to 1 on V* follows from

the fact that a is 1 to 1 on Vb. And that a is onto Vb implies that a is

onto V*. Therefore G is a group of conformai self-mappings of V*.

Also S* is conformally equivalent to V*/G. We can now extend the

projection g'.Vb—*Sb to V#—>S* by defining Pk^Pk, where Pk is a

"preimage" of Pk with vk< ». We call this extended projection g

also. Then Pk is actually a preimage of Pk under g.

(d) We shall show that a preimage Pk of Pk with vk < » is a fixed

point of an element y EG such that 7" = id. Consider F* and Sb

again, so that Pk, Pk are punctures. Let go be the restriction of g to

a puncture disk D of Pk, so that go maps D onto a punctured disk D

of Pk- In terms of local parameters, we may assume that D is given

by 0<|z| <1, D by 0<|/| <1, t = gñ(z). (D, gö) is in fact an un-

bounded, unramified, regular covering of D. Let a be a closed curve

on D beginning at a point p, turning around Pk exactly once.

On the one hand, we can regard a as a curve on Sb, so that we can

lift a to a curve à on D from p to q, where both p and q lie over p.

Since Vb is a regular covering of Sb, there exists a unique element

y EG such that yip) = 5. By the construction of Vb, 7'* = id. We shall

show that Pk is a fixed point of 7. On the other hand, à can also be

regarded as obtained by lifting a in D with respect to g¿. It follows

that there exists a unique element 71 £G, the covering group for the

covering surface (D, gj/) of D, such that yiip) = q. By construction, 71

is exactly the restriction of 7 to D. Therefore it suffices to show that

71 has Pk as its fixed point.

Let w' = wi(D, p) be the fundamental group of D with base point

p. It is well known that 7r'= { [an], n = 0, +1, ±2, • • • }, where

[a"] is the homotopy class of an as usual. Let V be the subgroup of

7r' generated by [a'], where a'=avk. Clearly V is a normal subgroup

of ir'. Therefore V defines an unbounded, unramified, regular cover-

ing (D, g) of D. It is well known that D is also a punctured disk, say,

0< I f I <1, g is given by £=»=£'*, and the covering group G for (D, g)

is the finite cyclic group generated by o-:f'—>e2x,/"*f. Therefore the

puncture Pk of D (i.e., f = 0) is a fixed point of &, and hence a fixed

point of all elements of G.

We now have two coverings (5, go) and i£>, g) of D. Let x = TiiD, p)

be the fundamental group of D with base point p. The defining sub-

group of (/3, go) is therefore gs(x), where go is the induced mapping:

jf—Hr'. Since any closed curve 5 through p in 5 is projected onto a
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closed curve of the form (a')m, m an integer, gb(ir) DT'. It follows that

(D, go) is a covering of D subordinate to (D, g).

We have the following commutative diagram:

D<^—D

gh

D

where r is a covering projection from D onto D, and (D, t) is an un-

bounded, unramified covering of D. We can extend t analytically to

Pk, g to Pk and gb to Pk such that r ( A) = A, g( A) = P*, and gô (A) = P*.
Therefore we have gb o r = g on DU {Pk} ■ r is now a holomorphic

function from the disk D\j{Pk} onto the disk D\j{Pk}. By the

monodromy theorem, r must be 1 to 1, hence conformai. It follows

that G = roGoT_1. Since the elements of G have fixed point A,

the elements of G have fixed point Pk- In particular, yi has fixed

point A-
(e) Finally, we shall show the "uniqueness" of G. That is, if Gi is

any properly discontinuous group of conformai self-mappings of V*

such that

(i) V*/Gi is conformally equivalent to S!# (under this conformai

mapping, Sb is conformally equivalent to Ub/Gi, where Ub is V* with

all fixed points of elements of Gi removed), and

(ii) the natural projection F#—=>V*/Gx followed by the conformai

mapping V*/Gi—»5* is locally 1 to 1 at each point of IP and is v*

to 1 at the preimages of Pk with vk< », then Gx is conjugate to G in

the full group of conformai self-mappings of V*.

Denote by gi'the composite mapping of the natural projection

F#—>F#/Gi followed by the conformai mapping V*/Gi—>S#. (Ub, gi) is

an unbounded, unramified, regular covering of Sb. Its defining sub-

group ri = g! (7Ti) is a normal subgroup of 7r (recall that ir = iri(Sb, b)),

where ■Ki=iri(Ub, bx) is the fundamental group of Ub with base point

bx, gx(bx)=b, and gi'-iri-^nr is the induced mapping. Also, Gi is the

covering group for (Ub, gx).

We claim that ror. Let A be a point lying over Pk with Vk< »

under gx. Let ßk be a closed curve on IP beginning at bx extending to

a point P close to Pk, turning around Pk once in a small loop which

encloses no other preimages of any points Pk with vk < », and then

returning through P to hi. [ßk]Eiri, and the projection of ßk under gi

is a curve homotopic to ak. Therefore gi*([/3s:]) = [ak]. Do this for all

Pk with vk < ». We conclude that ViZ)M; hence For. It follows that
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iUb, gi) is a covering of Sb subordinate to ( Vb, g). We have the  follow-

ing commutative diagram:

S
TJb<-T/6

gl

■/*

S"

where S is a covering projection, and (Fb, 5) is an unbounded, unrami-

fied covering of   Ub.

Let Vb = V'KJ {all preimages of Pk with vk < » under g ]. Let

Ûb= ipyj{all preimages of Pk with vk< °o under gi}. Vb=Ûb= V*.

We use different notations here just for the sake of easier distinction.

Clearly we can extend S analytically to Vb in a natural way, so that

F6 is mapped onto Ûb and gi o 5 = g on Vb. Since #* = V* is simply con-

nected, by monodromy theorem ô must be 1 to 1, hence h is a con-

formal self-mapping of V*. It follows that Gi = SoGo5_1. Proof is

complete.

Remark 1. The fact that V* is simply connected implies that V* is

conformally equivalent to C, C or A, where A denotes the unit disk.

We can actually enumerate all Riemann surfaces with signature

iS, P, v) such that V* is conformally equivalent to C or C as follows.

(See Ford [3, Chapter IX, §§94, 95].)

(i) S = C with one point P,v=«>,

(ii)   S=C with two points Pi, P2, and vi = v2,

(iii)   S=C with three points Pi, P2, P3, and l/Vi+l/^+lMe 1,
(iv) S=C with four points Pi, P2, P3, Pi and Vi = v2=v3 = Vi = 2,

(v) S = a torus and there are no points Pk-

We shall call these cases exceptional.

Remark 2. For all nonexceptional cases, V* is conformally equiv-

alent to A. We therefore have the following result.

Corollary. Given a nonexceptional Riemann surface with signature

iS, P, v), there exists a Fuchsian group G with the unit circle as its

fixed circle such that S*=S — Un=x {Pk} is conformally equivalent to

A/G. Sb = S — Uni2 {Pk\ is conformally equivalent to AG/G, where

A g = A — {all elliptic fixed points of G}, and S is conformally equivalent

to Aq/G, where Ao = A\j{all parabolic fixed points of G}. The natural

projection A—>A/G followed by the conformai mapping A/G-*S$ is

locally 1 to 1 at each point of A G, and is Vk to 1 at the preimages of Pk

with Vk < ».

The Fuchsian group G is determined uniquely up to conjugation by a

Möbius transformation.
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Proof. We have only to show that S is conformally equivalent to

AG/G. But this is exactly a result of Heins. (See Heins [4].)
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